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Abstract. The domain of urban freight transport is becoming increasingly complex. Many
urban supply chains are composed of small and independent actors that cannot efficiently
organize their highly fragmented supply chains, thereby negatively affecting the quality of
life in urban areas. Both companies and local administrators try to improve transport
efficiency and reduce external costs, but the effects of such interventions are difficult to
predict, especially when applied in combination with each other (an urban logistics
scheme). This paper presents an agent-based simulation model to quantify the effects of
urban logistics schemes on multiple actors. We provide a detailed mathematical repre-
sentation in the form of a Markov decision process. Based on an extensive literature study,
we aggregate data to represent various actors in typical Western European cities. We
perform numerical experiments to obtain insights into urban logistics schemes. The results
show that most schemes yield significant environmental improvements but that achieving
long-term financial viability is challenging for urban consolidation centers in particular.
We also demonstrate that interventions, such as subsidies and access restrictions, do not
always yield the intended effect. In a backcasting experiment, we identify conditions and
schemes to achieve a financially viable urban consolidation center.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents a novel agent-based simulation
(ABS) model to evaluate interventions in urban freight
transport, with broader applicability than existing ABS
models. Using this model, we obtain insights into the
effects of urban logistics interventions—applied both
individually and combined—in typical Western Eu-
ropean cities.

Ongoing urbanization results in increasingly large
flows of goods toward cities (MDS Transmodal Lim-
ited 2012). Competition with e-commerce has changed
the roles of retailers over time. Many retailers have
adopted just-in-time ordering principles to cut their
onsite inventories, thus requiring frequent and accu-
rately timed deliveries. Furthermore, a resurrected in-
terest in small, specialized shops seemingly reverses the
trend of expanding chains of megastores. The resulting
fragmentation of freight flows complicates efficient
transport for carriers (Dablanc 2011).

Inefficiently organized freight flows have hazard-
ous environmental and societal effects (e.g., traffic jams,
emissions, noise pollution, and reduced traffic safety)
(Ploos Van Amstel 2015). Small companies are often
limited by the scale of their operations; collaboration is
necessary to significantly reduce costs. Both govern-
ments and companies attempt to reduce these negative
side effects. For example, local administrators may im-
pose access restrictions on polluting trucks, whereas
companies adopt new methods and resources to im-
prove operational efficiency. Solutions often affect each
other (e.g., a minimum load factor imposed by the ad-
ministrator may spur carriers toward horizontal col-
laboration). It is, therefore, imperative that interventions
are analyzed in conjunction. This paper defines an urban
logistics scheme as a set of company-driven initiatives
and administrative policies aimed to improve effi-
ciency and/or reduce environmental and societal
costs. We focus on small actors (e.g., specialty stores
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and one-man trucking companies) that cannot effi-
ciently organize their logistics activities internally.

Most schemes implemented in practice fail after
a short lifespan (Browne et al. 2005), largely owing
to divergent objectives among the involved actors
(Bektaş, Crainic, and Van Woensel 2015, Kant et al.
2016). Environmentalgains—which aremainly enjoyed
by the urban residents—typically come at a financial
cost for other stakeholders. Conflicting incentives and
competition also hamper coordination and consoli-
dation. A common solution is the urban consolida-
tion center (UCC), which consolidates inbound freight
streams at the city edge and bundles deliveries; their
financial performance is a commonbottleneck. Lacking
a clear power structure in urban logistics, individual
stakeholders are rarely able to unilaterally implement
solutions with success. Furthermore, administrators
often provide subsidies to support initiatives, but ac-
tors typically revert back to their former decisions
after subsidies are halted (Ploos Van Amstel 2015,
Borsenberger 2018). A final shortcoming is that anal-
ysis before implementation often focuses solely on the
processes within the city boundaries, ignoring the con-
siderable impact of upstream decisions (Van Heeswijk,
Mes, and Schutten 2016). The model designed in this
paper explicitly addresses these aspects.

Key to successful schemes is a suitable combination
of company involvement and governmental policies
(Browne et al. 2005). Actorsmust permanently change
their behavior without perpetual external cash flows.
Traditional optimization techniques might find via-
ble system-wide solutions, yet these may be unstable
when their success depends on multiple decision
makers. ABS is suitable to evaluate such schemes
because it is capable of monitoring and altering the
behavior of autonomous actors under conditions that
may be flexibly adjusted (Taniguchi, Thompson, and
Yamada 2014). So far, ABS studies in urban logistics
tend to focus on specific cases or cities and a small
number of interventions. Also, these studies often do
not define their models mathematically and work
with limited data. Therefore, it is challenging to draw
generic insights from them. This paper makes an
attempt to address these points.

Our contributions are categorized into model de-
sign and experimental insights. Compared with ex-
isting ABS models in urban freight transport, our
model design distinguishes itself in four ways. First,
we introduce three layers of decision making (stra-
tegic, tactical, and operational), reflecting different
time spans of decisions. Second, we explicitly in-
clude the line-haul component and model the ship-
pers as agents as well to reflect logistics processes
outside the city boundaries. Third, we present a
Markov decision process (MDP)model that facilitates

replication and adjustment by others. Fourth, we
explicitly consider the integrated implementation of
administrative policies and company-driven initia-
tives. The model design is primarily aimed toward
academic researchers and local administrators.Next,we
summarize the contributions of the experiments. First,
we collect and aggregate data from literature to rep-
resent typical actors in Western European cities.
Second, we provide insights into the effects of indi-
vidual interventions, testing wide ranges of param-
eters. Third, we measure main effects and interaction
effects for schemes with multiple interventions. Fourth,
we perform a backcasting experiment that discusses the
conditions for a UCC to be financially viable. The ob-
tained insights are of use for a broad audience of both
academics and practitioners.
The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-

lows. Section 2 discusses existing concepts in city
logistics and the interaction between urban actors.
Section 3 describes the generic ABS framework that
we apply. Based on this framework, Section 4 designs
a Markov decision process model that formally de-
scribes the actions of and interactions between agents
in our simulation studies. Section 5 discusses the
heuristics and policies applied in the simulation model.
Section 6 presents our experimental design. Further-
more, this section aggregates data from literature to
represent the actors. Section 7 analyzes and discusses
the numerical results, providing insights into the tested
interventions. We end with conclusions in Section 8.

2. Literature on Evaluating Urban
Logistics Initiatives

As mentioned in Section 1, both companies and ad-
ministrators actively intervene to improve freight
flows. Quak (2011) distinguishes four classes of ini-
tiatives in urban logistics: (i) physical infrastructure
initiatives (e.g., consolidation centers and special
lanes for electric vehicles), (ii) transport-reorganizing
initiatives (e.g., using alternative transport modes),
(iii) governmental policies (e.g., vehicle access re-
strictions, zone access fees, and subsidization), and
(iv) company-driven initiatives (e.g., improved rout-
ing algorithms, better use of real-time data, and col-
laboration structures). Quantitativemodeling is often
used to quantify the impact of such initiatives; for
literature reviews, we refer to Anand et al. (2012) and
Bektaş, Crainic, and Van Woensel (2015). Relatively
few papers on urban logistics adopt an operations
research perspective (Crainic, Ricciardi, and Storchi
2009). This section gives a nonexhaustive overview of
the most closely related works, first focusing on city
logistics and then focusing on interactions between
actors. The end of this section highlights the main
contribution of this paper.
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2.1. City Logistics
City logistics is a popular theme, with topics such
as the use of UCCs, variants of the vehicle routing
problem (VRP) that are specifically aimed at appli-
cation in urban areas, and crowd-based logistics. We
briefly discuss these topics.

UCCs enable the decoupling and bundling of in-
bound freight flows. They have an important role in
many urban logistics schemes. Many cities have at
most a single UCC, yet systems with more facilities—
and sometimes, multiple layers of facilities—exist as
well. The multiechelon distribution system is a gen-
eral description for such structures; Cuda, Guastaroba,
and Speranza (2015) provide a literature review on
planning methods in such distribution systems. Some
notable works on logistics planning in (multi-)echelon
distribution systems are Crainic, Ricciardi, and Storchi
(2009), Hemmelmayr, Cordeau, and Crainic (2012),
Baldacci et al. (2013), and Dellaert et al. (2018).

The VRP is at the base of many urban logistics
problems. Cattaruzza et al. (2015) and Kim et al.
(2015) provide overviews from which we highlight
a few variants. The first variant embeds time-dependent
travel times used to represent peak congestion in
urban areas. Examples of works on this variant are
Van Woensel et al. (2008) and Kok et al. (2010).
A second variant is the VRP with access constraints.
For instance, Muñuzuri et al. (2012) allow trucks to
drive within the city only within designated time
intervals. In the same class, Zhang, Campbell, and
Ehmke (2019) study the effects of congestion charges
and access windows. The final variant that we men-
tion is the emission routing problem, which aims to
minimize emissions within certain constraints (Bektaş,
Demir, and Laporte 2016). Recent works on this topic
include Suzuki (2011), Cheng et al. (2016), and Ehmke,
Campbell, and Thomas (2016).

A recent topic in city logistics is using crowds for
logistics services. Sampaio et al. (2019) provide ex-
amples of urban logistics activities executed by the
crowd, including not only transporting parcels but
also, receiving (e.g., neighbor delivery) and returning
parcels. Chen et al. (2019) show that crowd-based
parcel transport might be a sustainable and eco-
nomically viable solution.

2.2. Interactions Between Various Actors
The solution methods discussed so far that assume
isolated actors (typically carriers) do not capture
system-wide effects and autonomous decision mak-
ing by multiple actors. To address this issue, Macharis
(2007) describes the concept of multiactor, multicrite-
ria analysis (MAMCA) in logistics. For each actor,
MAMCA defines an objective function—often com-
prising both financial and nonfinancial components—
and computes the impact of the scheme. Exemplary

applications of such evaluations can be found in
Macharis, Turcksin, and Lebeau (2012), Stathopoulos,
Valeri, andMarcucci (2012), andVerlinde et al. (2014).
Although MAMCA considers the system-wide impact
of schemes and illuminates discrepancies, it does not
specify the resulting decision policies and their inter-
actions. Therefore, MAMCA does not allow us to an-
alyze evolutionary systems in which actors dynami-
cally adjust their behavior.
A solution method that does model strategic in-

teractions between actors is game theory. In partic-
ular, cooperative game theory is relevant to study
collaboration initiatives in urban logistics. Exam-
ples of game-theoretical applications in logistics are
Reyes (2005), Yang andOdani (2007), Dahlberg (2015),
and Hafezalkotob and Makui (2015). Although game
theory provides a framework tomodel and evaluate the
interaction between multiple actors, it also has several
drawbacks. Most pronounced is the large computa-
tional effort required to solve instances with many ac-
tors. Furthermore, considerable efforts may be required
to model individual schemes.
Taniguchi, Thompson, and Yamada (2014) and

Anand, Van Duin, and Tavasszy (2016) state that ABS
is the most applicable method to study the behavior
of and interaction between the various actors in ur-
ban logistics. We discuss some notable ABS studies.
Taniguchi, Yamada, and Okamoto (2007) present an
agent-based model in which routes dynamically adapt
to the prevailing travel times, reducing both costs and
emissions. A gain-sharing mechanism is a prerequi-
site for success, enabling both carriers and shippers to
profit from the efficiency gains. Tamagawa, Taniguchi,
and Yamada (2010) perform an ABS study in which
they heuristically solve a VRP and iteratively update
the actions of five agent types by means of learn-
ing mechanisms. The numerical experiments revolve
around the effects of road pricing and truck bans. Van
Duin et al. (2012) investigate the financial model and
the environmental impact of UCCs, taking into ac-
count UCC service fees, road pricing, and subsidies.
They conclude that, for a UCC to be financially viable,
additional revenues from permanent subsidies or
value-adding services (VASs) are required. Wangapisit
et al. (2014) evaluate the performance of UCCs by
imposing parking constraints and providing sub-
sidies to carriers, and they state that these interven-
tions significantly reduce emissions. Teo, Taniguchi,
and Qureshi (2014) study the effects of road pricing
and a load factor control system using customer
complaints on late deliveries as a driver to alter the
selection of carriers. Their simulation results show
positive environmental effect. A recent line of re-
search (see, e.g., Anand, VanDuin, and Tavasszy 2016
and Marcucci et al. 2017) emphasizes the importance
of validating agent descriptions with their real-life
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counterparts, possibly by deriving utility functions
from their input.

2.3. Contribution
The contribution of this paper to literature is twofold.
First, our ABS model distinguishes itself from others
by providing a detailed and generic model definition,
considering processes outside the city boundaries,
introducing three layers of decision making, and ex-
plicitly addressing synchronization between company-
driven initiatives and administrative policies. Second,
we contribute with our numerical experiments. We
aggregate relevant data from literature and apply the
model to provide insights into a variety of common
interventions and schemes as well as the conditions in
which a UCC might be economically viable.

3. ABS Framework
This section presents our agent-based simulation frame-
work that describes the decisions and interactions of
the involved agent types. The design is generic in the
sense that we do not yet specify the transport net-
work, cost structure, decision-making capabilities of
the agents, and evolution of the system; a detailed
mathematical description of the latter topics is given in
Section 4. A preliminary version of the framework
wassketched inVanHeeswijk,Mes, andSchutten (2016).

This paper presents a detailed and precise description
of the framework and provides key insights on urban
logistics schemes.
Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the frame-

work. Decisions are divided into three levels: strategic,
tactical, and operational. Strategic decisions, such as
administrative policies, are fixed for the complete sim-
ulation run, which typically represents multiple years.
At the tactical level (e.g., decisions updated every
month), costs, prices, and subsidies are updated; sub-
sequently, decisions, such as outsourcing to the UCC,
are made. At the operational level (e.g., daily), orders
are placed, and agents make decisions, like dispatching
and routing.
The framework design allows us to simultaneously

evaluate company-driven initiatives and adminis-
trative policies. Five types of agents are distinguished:
receivers, shippers, line-haul carriers, the UCC opera-
tor, and the administrator. The remainder of this section
describes the roles of these agents. Figure 2 shows the
actions, monetary flows, and information flows be-
tween the agents; Table 1 summarizes their roles and
main decisions.
The receivers generate order demands subject to some

(stochastic) process. Receivers may order from multiple
suppliers at a single decision epoch. Each receiver may

Figure 1. Conceptual Flowchart of the Simulation Framework
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place orders at fixed epochs (e.g., two fixed days per
week); most receivers follow such regular order pat-
terns (Cherrett et al. 2012), which implicitly reflect
factors like internal consolidation, storage costs, and
stockouts. The receivers specify a delivery window
for each order. In line with the findings by Cherrett

et al. (2012), receivers have little control over exact
delivery times. Usually, orders are directly delivered
by the carrier to the receiver location, but a receiver
may also select theUCCas its delivery address. In that
case, the UCC is responsible for the last mile distri-
bution. Other than the costs associated with physically

Figure 2. Overview of the (Inter-)Actions, Monetary Flows, and Information Flows for Each Agent Type

Table 1. Decisions of Agent Types (Strategic, Tactical, and Operational Decisions Are Denoted by [S], [T],
and [O], Respectively)

Agent type Description Decisions

Receiver Located in urban area, places orders at shippers Whether to select the UCC for last mile delivery and VAS [T]
Which orders to place at the shippers [O]

Shipper Facility outside urban area, ships based on receiver
orders

Set a volume threshold [S]
When to dispatch which shipments [O]
Select carrier for dispatched shipments [O]

Carrier Conducts transport on request of a shipper and starts
routes from depot outside urban area

Whether to form a coalition [S]
Whether to select the UCC for last mile delivery [T]
Whether to outsource transport to another carrier [O]
When to dispatch which shipments [O]
Vehicle routing [O]

UCC Located at the edge of urban area, conducts last mile
distribution

Set profit margin [S]
Update price levels [T]
When to dispatch which shipments [O]
Vehicle routing [O]

Administrator Reduce emissions and freight traffic in urban areas Set access time windows [S]
Allocate subsidies [S]
Set zone access fee [S]
Update subsidy levels [T]
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receiving goods, receivers also dedicate time to VASs
(e.g., putting clothes on hangers or unpacking bulk
shipments to have shelf-ready products) (Allen et al.
2014, Quak, van Duin, and Hendriks 2019). These
services may be outsourced to the UCC as well.

The shippers act on incoming orders from receivers
and hire carriers to transport orders. Because carriers
give volume discounts, shippers may try to bundle
multiple orders before shipping (Van Der Putten et al.
2006). Cherrett et al. (2012) state that shippers have
considerable influence on the exact delivery times.
However, they should dispatch orders sufficiently
early for carriers to meet the delivery windows. To
balance the speed of delivery and the price of trans-
port, shippers set volume thresholds that trigger new
shipments. For the sake of generality, we separate the
roles of carrier and shipper. In practice, the shipper
and carrier might be the same actor. The shipper then
has similar incentives because consolidation allows a
more efficient utilization of its transport resources.

The carriers pick up goods at the shippers and
transport them either directly to the receivers or to the
UCC. They may outsource their last mile distribution
to the UCC completely when financially beneficial or
influenced by regulation. If the receiver sets the UCC
as its delivery address, the carrier must use the UCC
for all orders destined to that receiver; in that case, the
receiver pays for the last mile delivery service. The
carrier uses a price function based on volume and
line-haul distance that reflects economies of scale
(Van Der Putten et al. 2006). In reality, a dispatched
truck may visit multiple cities during a single tour
(Verlinde, Macharis, and Witlox 2012); we focus on a
single city here. Consequently, the load destined for
the city is often considerably less than the truck’s
capacity. Finally, Morana, Gonzalez-Feliu, and Semet
(2014) state that smaller carriers frequently collabo-
rate; they may form a coalition in which they pool
their loads and resources.

The UCC receives goods from the line haul and is
responsible for their last mile distribution. Goods are
transported via the UCC if either the carrier out-
sources its last mile deliveries or the receiver selects
the UCC as its delivery address. At the UCC, orders
stemming from multiple carriers are bundled and
may be temporarily held to account for future con-
solidation opportunities (Van Duin et al. 2016). The
UCCuses its own—typically small and light—vehicles
to perform the last mile distribution (Nordtømme,
Bjerkan, and Sund 2015). For the UCC to be com-
petitive, the efficiency gains on the last mile ideally
compensate for the necessary reload costs. Additional
revenues might be obtained from performing VAS or
redistributing external costs (e.g., via taxes and sub-
sidies) (Van Duin et al. 2016).

Finally, the administrator implements governmen-
tal policies to influence the behavior of agents. Because
such policies are typically implemented for a longer
time, we model them as strategic decisions. Typically,
the administrator has limited legislative power and
cannot actively intervene in themarket (Ville,Gonzalez-
Feliu, and Dablanc 2013). Because of shifts in political
power and economic fluctuations, subsidies are rarely
permanent (Ploos Van Amstel 2015, Quak, van Duin,
and Hendriks 2019). Many schemes fail because of
being overly dependent on subsidies. We, therefore,
look for schemes with long-term financial viability
without requiring permanent external cash flows.
Oneway to achieve this involves temporary subsidies
paid until a new equilibrium state is reached. Alter-
natively, such a state might be reached when the
income from policies covers the subsidy expenses,
essentially monetizing and redistributing exter-
nal costs.
The supply chain is structured as follows: (i) re-

ceivers communicate their order placements to the
shippers; (ii) shippers dispatch a subset of the orders
requested by receivers; (iii) carriers transport the
orders that are dispatched by shippers; (iv) the UCC
receives a subset of the orders transported by the
carriers; (v) the UCC dispatches a subset of orders in
inventory for delivery; and (vi) the receivers receive
orders from the UCC and/or carriers.

4. Markov Decision Process Model
To apply the framework from Section 3, we need
assumptions regarding the transport network as well
as to specify a cost structure, decision-making ca-
pabilities of the agents, and the system evolution. This
section provides a mathematical description of the
system by modeling it as an MDP. To not overly
complicate the mathematical presentation, we in-
troduce the following simplifications, which may be
omitted in actual implementations of the framework:
• Travel times are deterministic and constant over

time.
• All routes are completed within a single time

interval.
• If shippers and the UCC decide to dispatch im-

mediately, an order from a receiver can be delivered
within the same time interval, even if it is delivered
via the UCC.
• Pickup routes outside the city are not explicitly

modeled.
• The network contains a single UCC location in a

single city.
We discretize time in equidistant time intervals that

represent oneworking day. Let7 � {0, 1, . . . ,T}be the
set of discrete decision epochs. Strategic decisions are
fixed at t � 0 and remain in effect until T. Tactical
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decisions are made at designated tactical decision
epochs t ∈ 7tac ⊂ 7. Operational decisions are made
at every t ∈ 7.

The transport network consists of a pickup area
containing shipper locations and the home depots of
carriers, a line-haul distance, and the urban area
containing receiver locations and the UCC. To rep-
resent the receivers, shippers, carriers, and the UCC,
we use the sets 5, 6, #, and *, respectively. Figure 3
shows a typical network setting composed of a vertex
set 9 and an arc set !. Vertex set 9 is defined as 9 �
9R ∪9S ∪9C ∪9H (i.e., the set consists of subsets of
locations of receivers9R, shippers9S, carriers9C, and
the UCC 9H). As we consider a single UCC location,
we define 9H � {vucc}, with vucc denoting the UCC
location in the network, but in a generic setting, such a
set could represent a multiechelon hub network.
Every arc (v1, v2) ∈ ! connects a given vertex pair,
with v1, v2 ∈ 9 and v1 �� v2.

The remainder of this section presents the state
(Section 4.1), dispatching decisions (Section 4.2), tran-
sition function (Section 4.3), and costs (Section 4.4).
In Section 4.2, only the so-called dispatching deci-
sions are discussed because they directly affect
state transitions in our MDP model. We do not yet
specify how the dispatching decisions are made;
this will be discussed in Section 5 together with
nondispatching decisions.

4.1. State of the System
The system dynamics consists of orders originating
from the receivers that are subsequently passed on to
the shippers, carriers and UCC until they are deliv-
ered at the receivers. As a result, the system state
contains the orders present at the various agents. An
order is a request to ship a certain load, with an order

type a ∈ ! being a unique numerical combination of
the following order attributes:

a �

ae � earliest delivery time
ad � latest delivery time due date( )
ar � receiver
as � shipper
ac � carrier
al � volume of the load( )
au � UCC

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (1)

The first two attributes form the delivery window
[ae, ad]. Next, ar ∈ 5 denotes the receiver, as ∈ 6 de-
notes the shipper, and ac ∈ {#, ·} denotes the carrier.
Regarding the latter, we use the attribute ac � · for
order types for which the carrier has not been de-
termined yet. The order volume is given by al ∈ +,
where the set of possible order volumes is given by
+ � {1y , 2y , . . . , 1} (with integer y > 1), with a volume of
1 being equal to the volume of the smallest vehicle in
the model (in our experiments, an 18 m3 truck). Fi-
nally, au is an indicator that specifieswhether delivery
should take place via the UCC: au � 0 means that
the order has to be delivered directly to the receiver,
au � 1 sets the UCC as the delivery address for the
carrier, and au � ·means that the decision has not been
taken yet (au can be specified by the receiver or car-
rier). Because the attributes ac and au might initially be
unspecified, the order type can change during the
simulation. We use the term order position to denote
the orders of a given agent or agent type. We intro-
duce Irect,r,a as the number of orders of type a present at
receiver r at time t and use the vector Irect to describe
the number of every order type present at all receivers
at time t:

Irect � Irect,r,a

[ ]
∀r,a∈5×!. (2)

Figure 3. Example of a Network with a UCC Enabling Carriers to Outsource Last Mile Distribution

Note. The icons used to create this figure are obtained from http://www.flaticon.com and are freely available under the Flaticon Basic License.
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Wedefine the order positions Ishpt,s,a, I
car
t,c,a, and Iucct,a —with

corresponding vectors Ishpt , Icart , and Iucct —in a similar
way for the shippers, carriers, and UCC, respectively.
The total order position It is given by the vector:

It � Irect , Ishpt , Icart , Iucct

[ ]
. (3)

The order position It is influenced by and affects the
dispatching decisions of Section 4.2. However, the
state is not only composed of the order position.
Because tactical decisions possibly influence opera-
tional decisions and costs, we also need to include
information set at the tactical level. We represent this
“knowledge state” by Kt, which includes (i) a UCC
volume ratio realized between the last and current
tactical decision epoch (defined by the volume mov-
ing through the UCC divided by the total volume
entering the city), (ii) the subsidy levels, and (iii) the
decisions of the receivers and carriers to use the
UCC. We briefly explain the latter; for a more de-
tailed discussion on the tactical decisions, we refer to
Section 4.2. We introduce two functions: the decision
γrec
t,r ∈ {0, 1} that indicates whether receiver r sets the

UCC as its delivery address at time t because of the
decision made in the last tactical decision epoch and
the decision γcar

t,c ∈ {0, 1} that has the same purpose for
carriers. The vectors γrec

t � [γrec
t,1 , . . . , γ

rec
t,|5|] and γcar

t �
[γcar

t,1 , . . . , γ
car
t,|#|] describe which receiver and carrier

agents are committed to the UCC at time t as a result
of the decisions made in the last tactical decision
epoch. The variables γrec

t and γcar
t are included in the

knowledge state Kt. The system state at time t is now
given by St � [It,Kt]; this description provides all

information required for the agents to make decisions
and to compute the performance indicators.

4.2. Dispatching Decisions
In some form, every agent—except the administrator—
makes dispatching decisions based on its order po-
sition. In analogy with the definition of order posi-
tions, we define the decisions xrect,r,a, x

shp
t,s,a, x

car
t,c,a, and xucct,a

to dispatch a given quantity of order type a by re-
ceiver r, shipper s, carrier c, and the UCC, respec-
tively. Depending on the context, a dispatching de-
cision is either a physical transfer of orders (e.g., the
carrier picks up orders at the shipper) or an infor-
mation transfer of order properties (e.g., the receiver
places an order with the shipper). The dispatching
decision of an agent transfers the responsibility for the
dispatched orders to other agents (e.g., from shipper
to carrier); the dispatching decisions are made se-
quentially by the various agent types (see Figure 4 for
an overview of dispatching decisions and their in-
fluence on the order positions; note that Ĩrect+1,r,a rep-
resents the demand realization between t and t + 1 as
explained later on in Section 4.3).
Physically, orders move downstream from shipper

to receiver via the carrier (and possibly, via the UCC).
Pure information transfers of order properties only
take place between receivers and shippers (i.e., through
the placement of orders). Both types of actions have in
common that they update the (physical or virtual) order
positions of other agents.
The dispatching decision xrect,r,a for the receiver r ∈ 5

is the information transfer of its demand arising be-
tween time t − 1 and time t (i.e., it places orders at the

Figure 4. Illustration of the Dispatching Decisions and Evolution of the System
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shippers equal to its total demand). When placing the
order, the receiver specifies a deliverywindow [ae, ad],
with ae ≤ ad. A value ae > t implies that the order must
be held either at the shipper or UCC location before
the earliest delivery time. The dispatching decision by
receiver r ∈ 5 is defined by Equation (4) (for nota-
tional convenience, we omit set notations in the re-
mainder of this paper):

xrect,r,a � Irect,r,a ∀a|ar � r. (4)
The dispatching decision for the shipper is a physical

dispatching decision. Although Figure 2 also describes
the possibility to preannounce order arrivals to the
UCC (i.e., an information transfer), we ignore this
action to simplify the mathematical formulation of
decisions and transitions. By accumulating orders,
the shipper may achieve lower average transport
costs, yet the delivery windows imposed by the re-
ceivers must be respected. At every decision epoch t,
the shipper smust select a carrier c ∈ # to perform the
transport for the dispatched orders (i.e., one carrier
for the complete shipment at t). We introduce the
binary variable zt,c,s ∈ {0, 1} to describe this choice. The
dispatching decision of shipper s ∈ 6 is given by

xshpt,s,a

[ ]
∀a|as�s

, (5)
s.t.∑
∀c,a

zt,c,s · xshpt,s,a ≤ Ishpt,s,a ∀a|as � s, (6)∑
∀c,a

zt,c,s · xshpt,s,a � Ishpt,s,a ∀a| ad � t ∧ as � s( ), (7)

xshpt,s,a � 0 ∀a| ae > t ∧ au � 0 ∧ as � s( ), (8)∑
c∈#

zt,c,s ≤ 1, (9)

xshpt,s,a ∈ N ∀a|as � s, (10)
zt,c,s ∈ 0, 1{ } ∀c. (11)

Constraint (6) states that no more orders of any
order type are shipped than those placed by any re-
ceiver at shipper s. Constraint (7) ensures that orders
are shipped in time such that the carrier or UCC can
make the delivery to the receiver before the latest
delivery time. Constraint (8) states that—if the order
does not have the UCC as its delivery address—the
shipper cannot ship orders before the earliest delivery
time; this is because the carrier does not offer inter-
mediate storage capacity. With Constraint (9), we
enforce that at most one carrier is selected to conduct
the transport of the shipment dispatched by the
shipper at time t (a carrier may use more than one
truck for this). Constraints (10) and (11) are domain

constraints. After the decision given by Equation (5),
we update the order attributes ac according to the
carriers selected (see Section 4.3).
The carrier’s dispatching decision is equivalent to

transporting all orders that are physically released by
the shippers to the carrier. To simplify the mathe-
matical presentation, orders released by the shipper
at t must be picked up and delivered by the carrier
between t and t + 1. Recall that orders with ae > t can
only be delivered to the UCC (when the receiver has
committed to the UCC); unlike the UCC and the
shipper, the carrier does not offer a temporary storage
service. We define the dispatching decision of a car-
rier c ∈ # as follows:

xcart,c,a � Icart,c,a ∀a|ac � c. (12)
Finally, the definition of the UCC’s dispatching

decision is similar to that of the shipper, although
without the constraints relating to the carrier selection:

xucct,a

[ ]
∀a|au�1, (13)

s.t.

xucct,a ≤ Iucct,a ∀a|ae ≤ t, (14)
xucct,a � Iucct,a ∀a|ad � t, (15)
xucct,a � 0 ∀a|ae > t, (16)
xucct,a ∈ N ∀a|au � 1. (17)

4.3. Transition Function
Having defined the state of the system and the cor-
responding actions, we proceed to describe the tran-
sition function.We first introduce the stochastic order
arrival process. Let Ĩrect,r,a ∈ N denote the number of ar-
rivals of a given order type a during the time interval
(t − 1, t] at receiver r.We denote all arrivals during this
interval byωt � [Ĩrect,r,a]∀r,a|ar�r and the set of all possible
arrivals byΩt. LetWt be a random variable giving the
arrivals at time t, withωt ∈ Ωt being a realization ofWt.
As we consider a system with interacting agents,

the decisions of one agent affect the order positions of
other agents. We describe the transition function as a
sequential updating procedure (see Figure 4). We
start with the initial order positions Irect,r,a for all re-
ceivers (newly generated orders according to the
realization of Wt), I

shp
t,r,a for all shippers (existing order

positions), and Iucct,r,a of the UCC (existing order posi-
tion). From this initial position, we sequentially up-
date the order positions of all agents as outlined. At
various points, we use the postdecision order posi-
tion, which is the position after applying a dis-
patching decision on the order position but before the
arrival of new orders (i.e., before the next time step).
Notations that relate to the postdecision order posi-
tion are defined with a superscript x.
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4.3.1. Receivers. Dispatching decisions start with gen-
erating demand. The demand of receiver r ∈ 5 for a
given order type is defined by the variable Irect,r,a ∈ N;
the carrier andUCCusage are initially undefined, and
hence, the orders have attributes ac � · and au � ·. If
γrec
t,r � 1 (which isfixed at the tactical or strategic level),

this means that the receiver uses the UCC as its de-
livery address; thus, we must set au � 1 for all of its
orders. If γrec

t,r � 0, the receiver is indifferent between
receiving carrier and UCC deliveries; this choice re-
mains open to the carrier, and the attribute remains
undefined (i.e., au � ·). After the dispatching decisions
of the receivers (see Equation (4)), their postdecision
order positions are empty (i.e., Irec, xt,r,a � 0,∀r,a).

4.3.2. Shippers. After the receivers placed their or-
ders, the order positions of the shippers need to be
updated. At this stage, the carrier c is still undefined.
To obtain the order position of a shipper s ∈ 6 at t, the
order requests by the receivers are added to the al-
ready existing order positions of shippers, which
follow from the postdecision order position at t − 1:

Ishpt,s,a � Ishp, xt−1,s,a + xrect,r,a ∀ a, r( )| as � s ∧ ar � r( ).
The dispatching decision xshpt,s,a of shipper s (see

Equation (5)) also includes the selection of a carrier
through the variable zt,c,s. For all dispatched orders,
we update the attribute ac from undefined (·) to the
selected carrier c. Next, the postdecision order posi-
tion is updated as follows:

Ishp, xt,s,a � Ishpt,s,a − xshpt,s,a ∀a| as � s ∧ ac �� ·( ).

4.3.3. Carriers. We proceed with the update at the
carrier level based on its decision of whether to use
the UCC. Based on the decision variables γcar

t,c and γrec
t,r ,

the value for au may be updated. If γrec
t,r � 1, the re-

ceiver already decided to use the UCC represented by
au � 1. Otherwise, the attribute au is undefined and
will be determined by the carrier by updating the at-
tribute au � γcar

t,r for all of its orders with au � ·. Carriers
alsomay outsource the shipment to another carrier; in
that case, the attribute ac will be updated according to
the outsourced carrier. Because we assume that car-
riers do not offer storage capacity, their postdecision
order positions are empty (i.e., Icar, xt,c,a � 0,∀c,a).

4.3.4. UCC. We proceed with the inventory update of
the UCC. The inventory at time t depends on the
postdecision order position at t − 1 and the dispatching
decisions by the carriers taken at t as defined in
Equation (12). Based on this information, we update
the order position of the UCC:

Iucct,a � Iucc, xt−1,a + xcart,c,a ∀ a, c( )|ac � c.

After the dispatching decision of the UCC as de-
fined in Equation (13), the postdecision order position
is updated as follows:

Iucc, xt,a � Iucct,a − xucct,a ∀a.
4.3.5. Receiver. Having defined the sequential pro-
cedure to obtain postdecision order positions at time t
of all agent types, we proceed to describe the tran-
sition to the next decision epoch t + 1. This transition
is composed of new order arrivals resulting in new
order positions Irect+1,r,a for all receivers. The new re-
ceiver orders Ĩrect+1,r,a are generated based on the real-
ization of random variable Wt+1. At this point, the
attributes ac and au—corresponding to the carrier and
UCC, respectively—are still undefined. For receiver r,
its order position at t + 1 is given by

Irect+1,r,a � Ĩrect+1,r,a ∀a|ar � r.

4.4. Cost Functions and Key
Performance Indicators

This section provides the cost (profit) functions and
key performance indicators (KPIs) of the agents. We
first introduce notation for the price functions P
(describing income) and cost functions C (describing
expenses). For a variety of parameters and variables,
the superscript tr refers to the costs for transport, hd
refers to handling operations (e.g., (un-)loading by
the driver), rc refers to receiving (e.g., working hours
spent on receiving, quality control of goods, and al-
location to shelves), sp refers to shipping (e.g., loading
operations), sb refers to income from subsidies, and
vas refers to value-adding services. Our description is
restricted to subsidies for using the UCC; other sub-
sidies may be modeled comparably. To ease the pre-
sentation, costs aremade, and income is receiveddirectly
when the corresponding decisions have been taken. We
introduce the following order volumes at time t:

lshpt,s � volume dispatched by shipper s

� ∑
a|as�s

xshpt,s,a ·al,

lcart,c � volume transported by carrier c
� ∑

a|ac�c
xcart,c,a ·al,

lucct � volume transported by the UCC
� ∑

a|au�1
xucct,a ·al,

lrec,ucct,r � volume ordered by receiver r and
outsourced to the UCC

� ∑
a| ar�r( )

γrec
t,r x

rec
t,r,a ·al,

lcar,ucct,c � volume transported by carrier c voluntarily
to the UCC

� ∑
a| au�·∧ac�c( )

γcar
t,c x

car
t,c,a ·al.
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Note that lrec,ucct,r is only composed of the volume
from receivers r having γrec

t,r � 1 and that lcar,ucct,c is only
composed of the volume for receivers r having γrec

t,r � 0.
We proceed with the notation required to describe

the routes. Let 4c denote the set of vehicles operated
by carrier (or UCC) c ∈ # ∪*. A vehicle q ∈ 4c has a
capacity greater than or equal to one. The smallest
vehicle defined in the model has a capacity of one;
order sizes and the capacities of other vehicles are
defined relative to this volume. We denote a route
started by vehicle q of carrier c at time t by δcart,c,q �{δcar,lht,c,q , δcar,lmt,c,q }, with the components referring to line-
haul transport and last mile distribution, respec-
tively. This distinction assigns properties, such as fuel
usage and driver wages, to the associated travel
distances ηlh and ηlm, respectively. We let Δcar

t,c denote
the set of routes for carrier c at decision epoch t and
use Δucc

t to describe the set of UCC routes. The UCC
only performs last mile distribution such that δucct,q �
{δucc,lmt,q }. We use Δt � [[Δcar

t,c ]∀c∈#,Δucc
t ] to denote all

routes starting at time t.
For carriers and theUCC, handling costs depend on

the subsets of locations visited. The carrier incurs
handling costs at each shipper of the subset 6′ ⊆ 6
that it visits to collect shipments at a given decision
epoch. Both carriers and theUCC incur handling costs
at each visited location in 5′ ⊆ 5 ∪*. We use the
subsets 5′′

c ⊆ 5 and 5′′ � ⋃
∀c 5′′

c to denote the re-
ceivers voluntarily outsourced to theUCCby a carrier
corresponding to the volume lcar,ucct,c . The subsets of 6
and 5 as well as the distances ηlh and ηlm are derived
from the route sets Δcar

t,c and Δucc
t . To clarify which

aspect of a route is responsible for a particular cost or
price component, we use the subsets of 6 and 5 and
the distances ηlh and ηlm in our definitions of cost and
price functions rather than the generic route notation.

We now introduce the cost functions for the agents.
For consistency, we express the performance of each
agent in terms of costs; price components are included
as negative costs. Although agents aim to minimize
their costs over the full planning horizon, they make
periodic decisions based on incomplete information
because they do not know the orders thatwill arrive in
the future.

The objective of the shipper is to minimize the sum
of transport costs and shipping costs. Shippers can
influence these costs by selecting the set of orders to
ship at every decision epoch, and they select the
cheapest carrier to conduct the transport of this order
set (see Equation (5)). The costs for shipper s at time t
are given by

Cshp
t,s lshpt,s , η

lh
( )

� Cshp, tr
t,s lshpt,s , η

lh
( )

+ Cshp, sp
t,s lshpt,s

( )
.

Carriers attempt tomaximize profit (determined by
the transport price, subsidy income, transport costs,

and UCC outsourcing costs) by selecting the route set
Δcar,x
t,c that minimizes costs at every decision epoch. In

addition, carriers choose whether they perform the
full transport themselves or outsource last mile trans-
port to the UCC. In case of outsourcing to the UCC, the
carrier only pays for volume lcar,ucct,c that is not already
outsourced by the receiver. In case subsidies are
provided, they only apply to this volume. When
carriers collaborate, income and costs are equally
divided among them;we focus on system-wide gains.
The cost function of a carrier c at time t is given by

Ccar
t,c lcart,c , η

lh, ηlm, γcar
t,c ,6

′,5′,5′′( )

�

Ccar,tr
t,c ηlh, ηlm,6′,5′( ) − Pcar,tr

t,c lcart,c , η
lh

( )
if γcar

t,c � 0,

Ccar, tr
t,c ηlh, 0,6′, h

( ) + Ccar,lm
t,c 5′′( )

if γcar
t,c � 1.

−Pcar,tr
t,c lcart,c , η

lh
( ) − Pcar,sb

t,c 5′′( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
The UCC aims to maximize profit, which is de-

termined by the prices that it charges, receiving costs,
VAS costs, and transport costs. If the receiver selects
the UCC as its delivery address, it is the receiver that
pays the UCC for the last mile distribution costs. If the
carrier decides to outsource its last mile distribution,
it only pays the UCC for volume that has not already
been outsourced by the receiver. To influence its
profit, the UCC dispatches a subset of orders at every
decision epoch as defined in Equation (13), which
yields a corresponding route set Δucc

t . The cost func-
tion for the UCC at time t is defined by

Cucc
t lucct , ηlm,5′,5′′( )
� Cucc,rc

t lucct

( ) + Cucc, tr
t lucct , ηlm,5′( )

+ ∑
r∈5′

γrec
t,r · Cucc, rec, vas

t r( )

− ∑
r∈5′

γrec
t,r · Pucc, rec, tr

t,r −∑
c∈#

γcar
t,c P

ucc, car, tr
t,c 5′′( )

− ∑
r∈5′

γrec
t,r · Pucc, vas

t r( ).

In analogywith order volumes, superscripts ucc, rec
and ucc, car denote prices or costs of volumes that are
handled by the UCC as a result of receivers’ and
carriers’ outsourcing decisions.
Receiver performance is measured as the sum of

receiving costs. If the receiver does not mandate
delivery via the UCC, it incurs costs for every truck
(possibly including the UCC) that delivers goods.
Furthermore, the receiver must perform its VAS in
house and incurs a cost for that. If the receiver
mandates deliveries via the UCC, the receiver pays
the UCC for last mile delivery but may incur lower
receiving costs because of receiving bundled orders
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from only one carrier (i.e., the UCC), which requires
less time. If applicable, the receiver also incurs costs
for outsourcing its VAS. The costs for a receiver r at
time t are given by (note that lrect,r � lrec,ucct,r in case
γrec
t,r � 1)

Crec
t,r lrect,r , l

rec, ucc
t,r , γrec

t,r

( )
� Crec, rc

t,r lrect,r

( ) + Crec, vas
t,r if γrec

t,r � 0,

Crec, rc
t,r lrect,r

( ) + Crec, lm
t,r + Crec, vas,ucc

t,r if γrec
t,r � 1.

{

The administrator performance is measured with
the following KPIs: (i) the number of vehicles per type
entering the city, (ii) the total distance covered within
the city per vehicle type, (iii) the income from policies
minus the provided subsidies, and (iv) the emission
levels for particulate matter (PM). The first two KPIs
indirectly capture effects such as noise hindrance and
contribution to road congestion. The third KPI indi-
cates the financial viability of a scheme. The fourth
KPI is a direct environmental indicator; PM emissions
have direct local effects, and other forms of emissions
(e.g., CO2) are strongly correlated.

An overview of the price and cost functions can be
found in Table 2. For notational convenience, we
formulate all components linearly or as a constant,
and we assume that carriers use homogeneous fleets.

5. Solution Methods for Decision Making
This section describes the solution methods used for
our experiments, distinguishing between the strategic

(Section 5.1), tactical (Section 5.2), and operational
levels (Section 5.3).

5.1. Solution Methods for Strategic Decisions
Strategic decisions are embedded in the framework
as predefined input; they are fixed at t � 0, and agents
commit to them for the full planning horizon. We dis-
tinguish between administrative policies and company-
driven initiatives.
The administrative policies consist of access re-

strictions and subsidies. We consider two access re-
strictions, namely an access time window and a zone
access fee, which are both applicable to carrier trucks
entering the city. Furthermore, we allocate subsidies
to carriers that voluntarily use the UCC. We set the
subsidies to zero after two years.
The company-driven initiatives consist of (i) setting

the volume threshold for the shippers, (ii) setting the
profit margin for VAS by the UCC, and (iii) coalition
formation by the carriers. When forming a coalition,
all carriers bundle their transport jobs, and a ran-
domly selected carrier executes the transport at a
given time interval. The carrier KPIs measure coalition-
wide costs, and we divide them by the number of
carriers, implicitly assuming that coalition partners can
resolve practical hurdleswhen system-wide gains exists.

5.2. Solution Methods for Tactical Decisions
Tactical decisions are made at predefined decision
epochs 7tac ⊂ 7 and commit agents until the next

Table 2. Price and Cost Components for Each Agent Type

Function Equals Notes

Receiver (rec)
Crec, rc
t,r (lrect,r ) αrec, rc + βrec, rc · lrect,r Costs receiving shipment as a function of volume

Crec, lm
t,r Pucc, rec, tr

t Costs outsourcing last mile distribution
Crec, vas
t,r αrec, vas

r Costs of in-house VAS as a function of r
Crec, vas, ucc
t,r Pucc, vas

t (r) Costs of outsourcing VAS as a function of r
Shipper (shp)
Cshp, tr
t,s (lshpt,s , η

lh) Pcar, tr
t (lshpt,s , η

lh) Costs of transport as a function of volume and long-haul distance
Cshp, sp
t,s (lshpt,s ) αshp, sp + βshp, sp · lshpt,s Costs of shipping as a function of volume

Carrier (car)
Pcar, sb
t,c (5′′) βcar, sb · |5′′| Income subsidies as a function of the receivers for which the volume is

voluntarily transported to the UCC when c selects the UCC
Pcar, tr
t,c (lcart,c , η

lh) αcar, tr + βcar, tr · lcart,c · ηlh Income for transport as a function of volume and long-haul distance
Ccar, tr
t,c (ηlh, ηlm,6′,5′) αcar, tr + βcar, lh · ηlh+ βcar, lm·

ηlm + βcar, hd · |6′ ∪5′|
Costs for transport as a function of the long-haul distance, last mile

distance, involved shippers, and involved receivers
Ccar, lm
t,c (5′′) βcar, hd + Pucc, car, tr

t (5′′
c ) Costs of outsourcing UCC as a function of the number of the receivers for

which the volume is voluntarily transported to the UCC
UCC (ucc)
Pucc, vas
t (r) αucc, vas

r Income VAS as a function of r
Pucc, rec, tr
t,r βucc, rec, tr Income last mile delivery when r selects the UCC

Pucc, car, tr
t,c (5′′) βucc, car, tr · |5′′| Income last mile delivery when c selects the UCC

Cucc, rc
t (lucct ) αucc, rc + βucc, rc · lucct Costs receiving

Cucc, tr
t (lucct , ηlm,5′) βucc, lm · ηlm + βucc, hd · |5′| Costs last mile delivery

Cucc, rec, vas
t (r) αucc, rec, vas

r Costs VAS when r selects UCC
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tactical decision epoch. The tactical decisions consists
of (i) adjusting the price levels of the UCC, (ii) the
decision γrec

t,r of receivers r to use the UCC, and (iii) the
decision γcar

t,c of carriers c to use the UCC.
The price levels charged by the UCC are linked to

the volume ratio realized between the last and current
tactical decision epoch (with the ratio initialized at
zero). A volume ratio of zero implies that the price is
set to its upper bound, and a ratio of one implies that it
is set to its lower bound. Between these bounds, prices
are computed linearly with respect to the volume
ratio. Based on the new price levels (and possibly,
subsidies), all carriers and receivers in parallel decide
whether to utilize the UCC until the next tactical
decision epoch. For this decision, we use a sampling
procedure that estimates the costs associated with
both choices. Using this procedure, agents respond
instantly to changes in the system, such as new price
levels. These levels are adjusted before updating the
tactical decisions (see Figure 1).Weprovideanexample
for the receiver; the procedure for carriers is similar.

Consider a receiver that must decide whether to
select the UCC as its delivery address. The receiver
aims tominimize its expected receiving costs until the
next tactical decision moment. For this purpose, N
sample paths of order arrivals of length τsample are
generated, with n ∈ {1, . . . ,N} representing the index
for the sample path and tn ∈ {0, . . . , τsample} repre-
senting the time index for the sample states of path n.
The obtained sets of sample arrivals are denoted by
{ω̃n

0 , . . . , ω̃
n
τsample},∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,N}. From these samples,

we derive the order volumes lrect,r,a (the total volume)
and lrec,ucct,r,a (the volume delivered via the UCC). Let
γ̃rec
r ∈ {0, 1} be a binary variable indicating whether

receiver r uses the UCC in the lookahead procedure;
to compare both options, we compute the costs for
γ̃rec
r � 0 as well as for γ̃rec

r � 1. In mathematical form,
the following minimization problem is solved to
update the tactical decision:

γrec
t,r � argmin

γ̃rec
r ∈ 0,1{ }

C̃rec γ̃rec
r , lrect,r,a

( )
.

The sample costs C̃rec(γ̃rec
r , lrect,r,a), computed for the N

paths, are calculated as follows:

C̃rec γ̃rec
r , lrect,r,a

( ) �
1
N

∑N
n�1

∑τsample

tn�0
Crec, rc
tn,r lrect,r,a

( ) + Crec, vas
tn,r

( )
if γ̃rec

r � 0,

1
N

∑N
n�1

∑τsample

tn�0
Crec, rc
tn ,r lrect,r,a

( ) + Crec, lm
tn,r lrect,r,a

( )(
+Crec, vas,ucc

tn,r

)
if γ̃rec

r � 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

5.3. Solution Methods for Operational Decisions
Both the shippers and the UCC face a variant of the
delivery dispatching problem with time windows
(DDP-TW) as described in Van Heeswijk, Mes, and
Schutten (2019). In the DDP-TW, the agent at each
decision epoch decides which subset of orders to
dispatch. The goal is to dispatch the orders in batches
that allow efficient delivery tours. Shippers face a
simple dispatching problem: dispatch timing depends
on the accumulated orders and the volume threshold
set at the strategic level (e.g., a shipper dispatches all
orders when their total volume exceeds 18 m3). An
exception occurs when the accumulated orders con-
tain at least one urgent order for which further post-
ponement would violate its delivery window. In that
case, the shipper dispatches all accumulated orders.
The UCCs face a more complicated DDP-TW be-
cause routing costs depend on the subset of loca-
tions visited. To limit computational effort, we apply
a k-means clustering algorithm that assigns receivers
to 1 of 10 clusters to be visited rather than enumer-
ating every possible combination of receivers to visit.
Furthermore, the UCC uses a sampling procedure
comparable with the one introduced in Section 5.2,
computing expected downstream costs for each de-
cision. The lookahead period is one time interval; all
remaining jobs are shipped together with a virtual
order arrival set to estimate downstream costs.
Carriers as well as the UCC are required to solve a

VRP. As the periodic dispatch decision and vehicle
routing problem are separated, the VRP is static.
Based on the transport jobs communicated by the
shippers, the carrier must collect orders at the ship-
pers and distribute them to the receivers. Both carriers
and the UCC solve routing problems with the Clarke–
Wright savings algorithm and a two-opt improve-
ment. Carrier routes both start and end at the city
entrance point of the line-haul arc, and UCC routes
both start and end at the UCC location.

6. Experimental Design
This section outlines the experimental design. Sec-
tion 6.1 reflects on the data collected for the experi-
ments. Section 6.2 introduces the test instance—based
on the aggregated data from literature on European
cities—and the used parameter settings. Section 6.3
discusses the setup and implementation details of
the experiments.

6.1. Data Collection
To obtain realistic parameter settings for the agents,
we collect numerical data from empirical and case
studies. We focus onWestern European cities that share
common urban freight problems. Such cities often grew
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gradually around medieval city centers characterized
by narrow roads and vulnerable monumental buildings
(Van Heeswijk 2017). Furthermore, commercial and
residential properties are typically intertwined, mean-
ing that residents are directly affected by the effects of
urban transport. Also, legislation within most Euro-
pean countries is comparable, being closely tied to that
of the European Union. Government and municipali-
ties have limited power, making excessive market in-
terference impossible. Our literature search uses the
following criteria: (i) only data fromWestern European
cities, (ii) exclude mega cities, and (iii) no data before
the year 2000. The aggregated data are shown in Online
Appendix A. Reliable information is sparse and subject
tovariability.Therefore, strongassumptionsare inevitable.

6.2. Instance Properties
Instance properties are mainly based on the aggre-
gated data as summarized in Online Appendix A.
Unless specified otherwise, data provided without ref-
erence stem from Online Appendix A. This section
outlines and motivates our design choices. Note that
shipper properties are not explicitly discussed.

6.2.1. Area Properties. We represent the city by a
square area of 1.14 km2 (the average size) containing
100 uniformly distributed receiver locations. Although
100 receivers fallswithin the range of aggregateddata, it
is lower than the average estimate of 612 receivers. This
lower number of receivers reduces the computational
effort, allowing more extensive experimentation.

We assume a 10-km2 area that is located 92.9 km
away from the urban area (i.e., the line-haul distance);
it contains 30 shipper locations and 30 carrier depots
all uniformly spread. The size and distributionwithin
the 10 km2 is of lesser relevance to our analysis,
serving as a rough estimate for costs made outside the
urban area. The number of 30 is chosen to match the
average number of stops per vehicle trip combined
with the average number of deliveries per week.

6.2.2. Receiver Properties. Each receiver places orders
at three to five prespecified weekdays at two to four
distinct shippers. This coincides with an average of
receiving 12 orders per week. These figures corre-
spond to a decentralized supply system in which the
receiver has multiple shippers (Cherrett et al. 2012);
such fragmented streams better fit the scope of this
paper than centralized supply systems. We assume
that, after it is placed, the order should be delivered
two to four days from then. Our data indicate that
order volumes are within the range [0.24, 6.44]m3. We
have insufficient data points to accurately estimate
the distribution of volumes, and we assume a triangu-
lar distribution with 10 discrete volumes and a mode
of 1.67 m3.

Unloading time at each receiver (from the per-
spective of the carrier) is uniformly drawn from the
data range of 7–34minutes. Delivery times depend on
factors, such as accessibility, handling equipment,
and quality checks; Cherrett et al. (2012), therefore,
state that delivery times and order volumes are not
directly related. In absence of data from the receiver
perspective, we assume that the time is uniformly
distributed between two minutes and the time spent
by the carrier on unloading.
Staff costs for retailers are set at V15.3/hour; in

conjunction with the time spent on unloading, this
determines the receiving costs. We have no generic
data on value-adding services, and therefore,wemust
assume these costs. The total monthly cost for value-
adding services—when performed in house—is uni-
formly drawn from the range V30–100, roughly cor-
responding to two to seven working hours per month
dedicated to value-adding services.

6.2.3. Carrier Properties. The carriers in ourmodel use
medium-sized trucks with a load capacity of 28 m3.
The line-haul speed of carriers is assumed to be 50
km/hour, and the speed within the urban area is 25
km/hour. We assume that each carrier has sufficient
trucks to carry all loads.
The costs are composed of two parts: an hourly

driver’s wage of V21 (also incurred when the truck is
(un-)loading) and a variable transport component
of V0.86/km (including fuel, depreciation, etc.). Be-
cause emissions are strongly correlated to each other,
we only show the PM2.5 emission for the experiments;
these are 56 mg/km on average for the trucks used by
the carriers.

6.2.4. UCC Properties. Real-world UCCs deploy a
variety of vehicle types, including light trucks, de-
livery vans, and cargo bikes. Van Duin, Quak, and
Muñuzuri (2010) state that the latter two cause prob-
lems because they cannot handle pallets and rolling
containers. We follow their assumption that the UCC
deploys light trucks (18 m3) that are less hazardous to
the environment and city. They weigh less than 7.5 t,
which is a common threshold for access restrictions.
We assume that the hourly driver’s wage remains
V21, although a commercial truck license might not
be required. The variable transport component—at
V0.72/km—and the emissions—at 36 mg/km—are
lower than for carrier trucks.
Estimates for handling costs at the UCC are sparse

and vary widely (Elbert and Friedrich 2018), yet they
are estimated to be rather high. Potential factors that
contribute to high handling costs are (i) expensive
real estate on accessible locations near the city cen-
ter, (ii) relatively low handling volumes, (iii) lack of
automation, and (iv) costs for temporary storage and
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insurance. Contemporary UCCs are rather labor in-
tensive and fail to achieve a criticalmass, whichmight
explain the high handling costs. Our data range
shows handling costs per 1m3 ranging betweenV3.45
and V61.68. The data stem from three literature
sources, roughly representing low, medium, and high
handling cost scenarios. In this paper, we opt to follow
Van Duin, Quak, and Muñuzuri (2010), which rep-
resents a scenario with medium handling costs ranging
between V11 and V19/m3. We assume that costs are
V19/m3 initially and linearly decrease (based on the
volume ratio) to V11/m3 when all orders are han-
dled by the UCC. The main reason for using only one
data source is that—such as will be shown in the
experiments—the aggregate costs estimates are sim-
ply too high to yield valuable insights. Van Heeswijk,
Larsen, and Larsen (2019) imply that, under specific
conditions, handling costs near V11/m3 might be
sufficiently low for the UCC to be financially viable.

UCC prices also depend on the volume ratio. For
the carriers, each outsourced stop costs between V12
and V18. The receiver price for bundled deliveries is
set between V60 and V70 per month (Van Heeswijk,
Larsen, and Larsen 2019). Again, we extensively test
alternative price settings in the experiments.

We did not encounter any concrete data on the costs
and prices of value-adding services, although re-
ceivers generally show willingness to pay for such
services (Van Duin, Quak, and Muñuzuri 2010, Allen
et al. 2014). Experts from practice indicate that these
structures are highly unique and generally based on
individual negotiations with the receivers, finding it
difficult to comeupwith reliable estimates. Therefore,
the data for value-adding services are largely based
on assumptions. For the value-adding services, we
assume that the costs are initially 70% of the in-house
costs but linearly decrease with the volume ratio to
50% of the costs. The price for value-adding services
as charged to the receiver is determinedbased on the cost
price for the UCC;we set the default profit margin to 0%
(i.e., the UCC offers services against cost price).

6.2.5. Administrator Properties. The administrator im-
poses access restrictions and distributes (temporary)
subsidies. With respect to vehicle restrictions, we
found restrictions ranging from 3.5 to 8.5 t, with trucks
over the specified weight being banned from the city
center. This paper assumes a restrictionon trucks heavier
than 7.5 t. We only use vehicle restrictions in combina-
tion with the access time window and/or zone access
fees (i.e., the access time window and zone access fee
only hold for trucks over a given weight). This means
that the carrier trucks are subject to the restrictions,
but the UCC trucks are not. Average zone access fees
range between V1.31 and V6.29; we use the mean of
V3.56 per entrance. Only trucks heavier than 7.5 t

have to pay the entrance fee. The zone access fee
and access time window may be applied simulta-
neously. For the width of the access time window, we
find values between 1.5 and 3 hours. We set the ac-
cess timewindow at 1.5 hours andwill test variations.
Finally, we discuss the subsidies. As far as we are

aware, in reality subsidies have only been allocated to
the UCC itself. In our experiments, the subsidies are
awarded to carriers that voluntarily use the UCC,
effectively yielding a discount on the price per out-
sourced stop. We assume a subsidy level of 30% and
test alternative levels ranging from 0% to 100%.

6.3. Experimental Setup
This section describes the setup of our experiments.
The experiments are divided into three distinct phases.
The planning horizon for each experiment contains
1,250 decision epochs (1 epoch per working day) cor-
responding to afive-yearperiod (assuming 250working
days per year). The set of tactical decisions contains 50
epochs that are separated by equidistant time intervals;
sampling horizons correspond to 25 working days.
Subsidies are allocated during the first two years and
then reset to zero. All reported results are taken from
the last two years of the period, implying a one-year
transition period after subsidies are halted. The un-
certainty in the system is represented by randomly
generating the order arrivals.
The first phase of the experiments explores and

validates the model. We explore the parameter space
for a variety of settings, assessing both data from
literature and extreme values. The results indicate
model robustness with respect to our (data) assump-
tions and whether the model behaves as expected
when altering parameters and variables. Partially based
on these experiments, we use the validation model
of Donnelly, Thompson, and Wigan (2012) to verify
whether our model functions as intended. To avoid
unnecessary repetition in Section 7.1, we only briefly
discuss the setup of the first phase here. We test
various parameter ranges for (i) access time window;
(ii) carrier subsidies; (iii) carrier coalition; (iv) shipper
dispatch threshold; (v) no UCC; (vi) UCC margin
value-adding service; (vii) UCC cost and price level;
(viii) number of carriers, shippers, and receivers;
(ix) area properties; (x) order volumes; and (xi) zone
access fee. These experiments yield a broad insight
into the behavior and sensitivity of the model.
The second phase performs a factorial design ex-

periment with multiple variables that represent cor-
porate initiatives and administrative policies. We
explicitly consider the effects of initiatives and poli-
cies applied in conjunction to uncover significant
interaction effects. We select six variables that each
have two levels (default and intervention), which we
combine in a 2k factorial design yielding 26 � 64
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experiments. We perform 10 replications per exper-
iment, and the reported results are averages. The
settings are summarized in Table 3. Variable ATW
sets the access timewindow formedium-sized trucks;
the intervention setting only allows these trucks within
the city during a 1.5-hour interval each day. Variable
SBS sets the subsidy level for carriers that outsource
their last mile distribution to the UCC; under the
intervention, 30% of the price paid to the UCC is
reimbursed by the local administrator. Variable ZAF
is the zone access fee, which we set at V3.56 per
medium-sized truck entering the city. Variable VSM
sets the profit margin that determines the UCC’s price
levels for value-adding services, with the interven-
tion reflecting a nonprofit UCC. Variable CCL indi-
cates whether the carriers form a coalition in which
all transport jobs are bundled. Finally, variable SDP
sets the shipper dispatch threshold to trigger order
shipments; the intervention setting is 18 m3.

In the third phase, we perform backcasting, trying
to replicate a desired future with the model. We refer
to Lange andHuber (2015) for a detailed discussion of
backcasting in the context of urban logistics. This
paper aims at a future in which the UCC both has a
positive environmental impact and is financially vi-
able, which have proven to be very difficult in prac-
tice. Based on the insights obtained during the earlier
phases—particularly the impact of handling costs,
prices, and supporting policies—we see how we can
achieve this goal. The backcasting method also serves
as an additional validation step of our model.

7. Numerical Results and Analysis
Asmentioned in Section 6, the numerical experiments
are divided into three phases. The first phase (Sec-
tion 7.1) explores and validates themodel. The second
phase (Section 7.2) performs the factorial design ex-
periment obtaining main and interaction effects. The
third phase (Section 7.3) performs backcasting fo-
cused on UCC viability. Section 7.4 concludes by
summarizing the managerial insights.

7.1. Phase 1: Model Exploration and Validation
This section explores the mechanisms and parameter
space of the model. To keep the distilled insights

comprehensible, we highlight only the most notable
observations in Section 7.1.1; the full results are
shown in Online Appendix B. Unless stated other-
wise, reported results are normalized, with higher
values representing a better performance (e.g., a cost
reduction is represented by a higher value on the
metric costs).We only change one parameter at a time,
with the other settings being kept at their default
values. The default settings are shown in Table 3. The
section concludes with a formal validation of the
model in Section 7.1.2.

7.1.1. Model Exploration. 7.1.1.1. Access TimeWindow.
We test access time windows ranging from 0 hours
(effectively serving as a ban on 7.5 t trucks) up to 6
hours using 0.5-hour increments. We observe that
time windows wider than two hours have no effect;
such windows do not effectively restrict the carrier
routes. Figure 5 highlights some results for windows
up to two hours. Compared with the default setting
(no access restrictions represented by a 24-hour win-
dow), we measure up to 27% reduction in emissions
and 17% total truck distance, even though the UCC
utilizes smaller trucks than carriers. However, the
costs for carriers increase substantially because they
must deploy either more trucks to comply with the
time windows or utilize the UCC. For windows of 1 to
1.5 hours, carriers commit to the UCC more gradually
over time, leading to relatively lower costs. This ob-
servation aligns with the work by Elbert and Friedrich
(2018), who state that only narrow access time win-
dows have a significant impact on UCC usage; they
report that 1.5-hour windows work considerably bet-
ter than 3-hour windows.

7.1.1.2. Carrier Subsidies. We test carrier subsidy levels
in the range [0%, 100%]with 10% increments. Figure 6
shows commitment of the carriers to the UCC with
20% and 100% subsidies.We see that—although higher
subsidies yield more carrier commitment initially—20%
subsidies yield better results in the long run because
the costs of utilizing the UCC are distributed more
evenly between carriers and receivers.
Clearly, adoption in practice depends less on the

exact sequence of commitment—especially because

Table 3. Variable Levels (Default and Intervention)

Variable Description Default setting Intervention setting

ATW Access time window, hours/day 24 1.5
SBS Carrier subsidies, % 0 30
ZAF Zone access fee, V 0 3.56
VSM UCC margin value-adding services, % 30 0
CCL Carrier coalition No Yes
SDP Shipper dispatch threshold, m3 0 18
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there are no fixed “decision moments” in reality—yet
the problem of carriers outsourcing their last mile
loads for free is practically relevant. The key message
is that the income from carriers is essential. Sources,
such as Kin et al. (2016), Van Duin et al. (2016), and
Borsenberger (2018), support this view on UCC busi-
nessmodelswhere carriers are themainsourceof revenue.

7.1.1.3. Carrier Coalition. We test the formation of a
carrier coalition under the default scheme. The results

indicate that an active carrier coalition makes a mas-
sive difference: for instance, yielding a 54% reduction
in emissions. The magnitude of these savings is ex-
plained by the low utilization of transport capacity
because this research explicitly focuses on inefficient
transport streams. However, savings cannot be directly
translated to carriers. In reality, trucks often visit
multiple cities during one route and are loaded more
efficiently from a routing than from a city perspective
(Verlinde, Macharis, and Witlox 2012). Also, our
model computes theoretical savings, ignoring prac-
tical hurdles with respect to operational planning,
gain sharing, and information sharing (Gonzalez-
Feliu et al. 2013, Allen et al. 2017). Nevertheless,
the literature reports significant efficiency gains for
carrier collaboration as well; see, for instance, the
work by Quak (2012), which reflects on a real-life
collaboration initiative.

7.1.1.4. Shipper Dispatch Threshold. We vary ship-
ping thresholds from 0 to 18 m3 but find effects to be
minor. In our problem setting, the number of orders
placed is such that there will be at least one urgent
order virtually every day. This means that shippers
will dispatch other orders as well to utilize the truck
capacity such that the overall effect of the threshold
policy is minor.

7.1.1.5. No UCC. We compare the default situation
(i.e., no supporting measures) with and without
the UCC. The UCC seems to positively affect both

Figure 5. (Color online) Environmental KPIs and Carrier
Costs for Various Access Time Windows

Figure 6. (Color online) Commitment of Carriers and Receivers to UCC Over Time

Notes. Subsidies end at year 2. (a) Scheme with 20% subsidy. (b) Scheme with 100% subsidy.
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receivers and carriers. Receivers reduce their receiving
costs by 65.9% (receiving bundled deliveries and value-
adding services), and carriers reduce their costs by
28.3% (receivers utilizing the UCC are not visited).
However, the environmental KPIs areworse, indicating
that freight streams become more fragmented. Emis-
sions increase by 15%, and the total vehicle distance
increases by 45%. These outcomes correspond to the
work by Elbert and Friedrich (2018), who find that a
UCC unsupported by any measures worsens envi-
ronmental performance. From afinancial perspective,
the UCC is far from viable, in a large part because
carriers do not commit. This illuminates a financial
unbalance in the default business model of the UCC.
Numerous sources indicate that UCCs are not viable
without supporting measures: for example, see Browne
et al. (2005); Verlinde, Macharis, and Witlox (2012);
and Savelsbergh and Van Woensel (2016).

7.1.1.6. UCC Margin Value-adding Service. We test the
effect of profit margins on value-adding services
ranging from 0% to 50% using 5% increments. Recall
that receiver prices remain the same; a higher profit
margin indicates that the UCC performs services
against lower costs. The test does not yield consid-
erable changes. Relative to handling and transport
costs, the income stemming from value-adding ser-
vices is too small to significantly impact profitability
of the UCC.

7.1.1.7. UCC Cost and Price Levels. We vary the UCC
handling costs and prices for both receivers and
carriers. To aid interpretation, values are fixed rather
than dynamic.We vary handling costs fromV0 toV20
per 1 m3, with increments of V2. Even without han-
dling costs, the income stemming purely from re-
ceivers covers only 30% of the total UCC costs. These
findings correspond to Van Rooijen and Quak (2010),
who state that UCCs generally have afinancial deficit.
Next, we adjust the UCC prices for receivers, test-
ing monthly prices ranging from V0 to V200 (the
prices for value-adding services remain unchanged).
Figure 7(a) shows the results. Income stemming from
receivers is relatively insensitive to UCC prices. Even
with monthly costs set at V200, some receivers keep
using the UCC, but the lower number of users ne-
gates the higher prices. Furthermore, income stem-
ming from receivers is rather small compared with
the operational costs (also see Quak, van Duin, and
Hendriks 2019). Finally, we test carrier UCC prices
per outsourced stop between V0 and V20 with V2
increments (see Figure 7(b)). When the price per stop
exceeds V10, carrier commitment drops rapidly from
100% to 0%, indicating high price sensitivity. Note
that carrier agents are modeled homogeneously; dif-
ferences in their behavior, therefore, stem from, for
example, different last mile distances and receiver
order patterns. Testing with price ranges rather than
levelsmitigates the sensitivity, with prices aroundV12

Figure 7. (Color online) Commitment of Carriers and Receivers to UCC for Different Price Levels

Notes. (a) Commitment with varying receiver prices. (b) Commitment with varying carrier prices.
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showing some viability in committing carriers. Still,
given the initial price of V18, it is clearly challenging
to commit carriers without external support.

7.1.1.8. Number of Carriers, Shippers, and Receivers.
We first vary the number of carriers ranging from 10
to 50. Only the carriers themselves are significantly
impacted by this change, with relatively more car-
riers (given the same demand) reducing their profit
considerably. It is eminent that dividing the same
order volume over more carriers decreases opera-
tional efficiency.

The same experiment is conducted for the number
of shippers, testing from 10 to 50 shippers. Having
more shippers relative to other agents negatively
impacts both shippers and carriers. Because total
receiver demand remains the same, shipping costs
increase because of the fixed price component. Car-
riers thus generate more income from shippers, yet
their operational costs increase at a greater rate owing
to fragmented shipments.

Finally, we vary the number of receivers, testing
for 51 and 612 receivers (lower bound and the average
of our data). The UCC utilization seems inversely
correlated to the number of receivers. With many
receivers, carriers make more stops in close proxim-
ity. This makes outsourcing relatively more expen-
sive.With fewer receivers, trucks covermore distance
within the city, making outsourcing more attractive.

7.1.1.9. Area Properties. We test four area sizes for the
city center, namely 0.14, 1.14, 2.18, and 10 km2. Larger
areas increase UCC utilization by carriers; because
prices are not adjusted for area size, outsourcing last
mile transport is more attractive for larger areas. The
results are remarkably sensitive. For 1.14 km2, no
carriers utilize the UCC, whereas for 2.18 km2 (the
highest estimate in our data set), 25 of 30 carriers use
the UCC. These findings are in agreement with those
in the works by Roca-Riu and Estrada (2012) and
Savelsbergh and Van Woensel (2016), who state that
area size indeed affects UCC viability.

The morphology of the service area may also affect
UCC performance. We test uniform, clustered, nor-
mal, and empirical distributions of receiver locations.
Unlike Faure, Burlat, and Marquès (2016), we find no
notable performance differences for the various dis-
tributions. Our finding agrees with Van Duin et al.
(2016), who—based on various empirical studies—
conclude that urban morphology does not signifi-
cantly impact the performance of UCCs.

Finally, we consider the distance betweenUCC and
city center. Based on our data, we test distances of 0,
6.04, and 16 km. Carrier commitment reaches 77%
when theUCC is 16 km from the city center; the longer
distance makes outsourcing comparatively cheaper.

7.1.1.10. Order Volumes. Again using the aggregated
data, we test single-volume scenarios for the mini-
mum (0.24 m3), average (1.67 m3), and maximum
order volume (6.22 m3). When volumes are large,
about half of the carriers outsource to the UCC. In the
large-volume scenario, the carrier would need more
trucks to deliver the same number of orders, making
outsourcing (with a fixed price per stop) compara-
tively cheaper. This is reflected in the UCC costs,
which are 2.32 times higher in the large-volume
scenario than for the average-volume scenario.

7.1.1.11. Zone Access Fee. The aggregate data for
zone access fees show access fees per carrier truck
entering the city center varying from V0.088 to V12,
with V3.56 being the average. We test zone access
fees ranging from V0 to V20 using V2 increments.
In addition, we test fees from V30 to V100 using V10
increments. We find that limited fees (e.g., V2 per
entrance) already have some impact in committing
carriers. From V50 and higher, all carriers commit to
the UCC, indicating that it is no longer profitable for
carriers to deliver orders themselves. Zhang, Campbell,
and Ehmke (2019) also report considerable behavioral
changes when fixed entrance fees are charged.

7.1.2. Model Validation. We conclude this section with
a formal validation of our simulation model using the
validation model of Donnelly, Thompson, andWigan
(2012). Their model explicitly addresses the validation
of simulation models in urban freight transport for
which data are typically sparse and fragmented. The
validation results are shown in Table 4. Aside from the
numerical experiments, various aspects contributed to
the validation. In collaboration with both academia and
industry, an earlier version of the model was included
in the PhD thesis by Van Heeswijk (2017). Based on
the model, a serious game has been designed geared
toward a practical target audience (Geelen et al. 2016).

7.2. Phase 2: Main and Interaction Effects
This section provides insights into the one factor at a
time (OFAT) effects (keeping all but the intervention
variable at default) as well as the effects from a 2k

factorial design experiment consisting of main effects
(the average over all schemes with and without the
intervention) and two-way interaction effects (the
average over all schemes with and without two given
interventions) for a variety of schemes in which mul-
tiple measures are implemented simultaneously. Here,
our study distinguishes itself from existing ABS stud-
ies. In reality, measures are rarely implemented on a
standalone basis but in combination with other inter-
ventions by various actors. A lack of coordination be-
tween these interventions—or failing to consider their
effects on all stakeholders—may yield poor results.
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All effects are computed over the last two years of
each simulation (averaged over 10 replications); only
subsidy amounts are given in full. Because the key
insights from the OFAT experiments are similar to
those from the main effects of the 2k factorial exper-
iment, we refer to Online Appendix C for the OFAT
results. To consistently represent the effects, all KPIs
are scaled to the range [−1, 1]. The maximum at-
tainable effect relative to the average is two. Effects
may be statistically significant (at a 1% level), but they
have limited impact on the KPIs. Effects larger than
0.05 are considered practically significant granted
that they are also statistically significant. We sum-
marize the key insights, showing only practically
significant effects. The full experimental results for
phase 2 are shown in Online Appendix C.

We first discuss the financial main effects (shown in
Figure 8(a)). The carrier coalition (variable CCL) has
the greatest impact, strongly improving the perfor-
mance for carriers. The efficiency gain reduces utili-
zation of the UCC, leading to significantly larger
losses for theUCC. Subsidizing carriers (variable SBS)
strongly improves the UCC’s financial performance;
also, the receivers benefit significantly. However, the
carriers themselves are ultimately worse off. When
carriers commit to the UCC, receivers are more in-
clined to use the UCC for their value-adding services.
This lock-in effect makes it nonbeneficial for carriers
to unilaterally opt out, yet they end up having higher
costs. None of the main effects are practically sig-
nificant for shippers, implying that this agent type is
insensitive to the tested interventions. Finally, the
financial performance of the administrator is nega-
tively affected by subsidies and positively affected by

both the zone access fee and the carrier coalition;
recall that the latter lowers the utilization of the UCC.
In terms of environmental impact (see Figure 8(b)),

carrier subsidies (variable SBS) and the carrier coa-
lition (variable CCL) also have the strongest effects.
Subsidizing carriers reduces emissions, the number of
heavy trucks, and their distance covered, but it in-
creases the total number of trucks; the UCC’s light
trucks have lower emissions, but more of them are
needed to transport the same volume. In particular,
carrier coalitions require fewer trucks than the UCC.
Zone access fees (variableZAF) achieve results similar
to subsidies, but effects on emissions are not signif-
icant. The carrier coalition reduces emissions and the
total number of trucks because of the increased trans-
port efficiency, but it slightly increases heavy truck
distance and the number of heavy trucks in the city.
Next, we discuss the two-way interaction effects.

From a financial perspective (again see Figure 8(a)),
the strongest interaction effect combines carrier sub-
sidies with the carrier coalition (SBS × CCL). The coa-
lition bundles shipments destined for the same re-
ceiver, resulting in fewer outsourced stops. For the
UCC itself, this interaction has a negative impact
because it derives the income from the number of
outsourced stops. For the administrator, the inter-
action effect is positive because there are fewer stops
to be subsidized. Combining access time windows
with either subsidizing carriers (ATW × SBS) or with
the carrier coalition (ATW ×CCL) has negative effects
on the receiver. Accesswindowsmake delivery by the
coalition less efficient, requiring more truck visits.
When combining access windows with subsidies,
carriers may shift to the UCC, which may also result

Table 4. Process Validation Tests and Outcomes (Based on Donnelly, Thompson, and
Wigan 2012)

Category and test Outcome

Empirical direct structure tests
Parameter confirmation •Aggregated data from literature sources

•Restricted to medium-sized Western European cities
Extreme condition •Test parameter ranges from literature for key parameters

•Test extreme parameter settings for key parameters
Model alignment •The mechanisms of each agent type were tested in isolation

Theoretical direct structure tests
Structure confirmation test •ABS models to evaluate urban freight transport have been

widely confirmed in literature
External examination •Acknowledged domain experts from both academia and

practice have examined the model
Structure-oriented behavior tests
Extreme condition (stress) testing •Extreme parameter settings were tested
Turing test —

Behavior patterns tests
Pattern prediction tests •Adjusting isolated variables yields predicted outcomes

•Interaction effects can be logically explained
Overall summary statistics •General findings correspond with observations in practice

•General findings correspond with other studies
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in more truck visits to the receivers. The effects on
shippers are not practically significant.

We proceed with the environmental interaction
effects (Figure 8(b)). The strongest interaction effects
stem from combining carrier subsidies with the car-
rier coalition (SBS ×CCL). In this case, both emissions
and the total number of trucks increase considerably.
This implies higher UCC utilization because of the
subsidies while actually being less efficient. Further-
more, two combinations including the access time
window (ATW × SBS andATW ×CCL) yield negative
environmental effects. Direct carrier deliveries be-
come less efficient because of the imposed access
windows. Also, the UCC cannot perform last mile
transport as efficiently as the coalition.

Summarizing the phase 2 insights, we find that the
carrier coalition yields the greatest benefits in terms of
carrier performance, emissions, and total number of
trucks but combines poorly with the UCC; restricting
measures may hamper coalition performance. If set
up correctly, the UCC also yields considerable ben-
efits. Carrier subsidies and to a lesser extent, access
windows are effective measures to support the UCC,
generating more revenue and reducing the number of
heavy trucks in the city. However, none of the 64
tested schemes result in a financially viable UCC.

7.3. Phase 3: Backcasting
The results in the preceding sections show that it is
very challenging for the UCC to be financially viable,

an observation that is supported by the many un-
successful initiatives in practice (Browne et al. 2005).
However, when functioning correctly, a UCC may
yield considerable improvements in terms of envi-
ronmental KPIs. In this backcasting phase, we try to
identify schemes for which the UCC operates at least
at breakeven level, carriers remain profitable, and
environmental KPIs improve significantly. For this
purpose, we explore a reduced variable space based
on the preceding experiments (allowing exploration
outside the data boundaries) until we identify future
scenarios in which the UCC is financially viable.
The variables that we test are UCC handling costs,

subsidies, UCC prices, number of receivers, order
volumes, zone access fees, and access time windows.
We motivate this selection. A major bottleneck is the
high handling costs at the UCC. Based on the data,
actual handling costs might be much lower than
considered in our experiments so far. On the revenue
side, our experiments showed that the bulk of UCC
income should be generated by carriers, but they
cannot bear the complete financial burden without
incurring losses. Part of the UCC costs should be
shared by receivers; earlier experiments indicated
that gradual commitment of both carriers and receivers
works best. We vary subsidies and prices to influence
this. Next, we address two changes in UCC through-
put relating to the critical mass. First, we increase the
number of receivers in the city (and also increase
the numbers of carriers and shippers to preserve

Figure 8. (Color online) Main and Interaction Effects

Notes. (a) Practically significant main and interaction effects on financial KPIs. (b) Practically significant main and interaction effects on en-
vironmental KPIs.
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the supply chain structure), creating a larger po-
tential volume for the UCC and possibly facilitating
a critical mass unattainable in the original instance.
Second, we focus on smaller order volumes. Because
handling costs are directly tied to the volume, fo-
cusing on smaller volumes may yields improve-
ments. We note that both changes were unsuccessful
in Section 7.1, but this was without supporting in-
terventions. Finally, zone access fees and narrow
access time windows are effective tools to commit
carriers. They also displayed various significant in-
teraction effects, making it worthwhile to include them
in the backcasting phase.

We present the main insights; the full results are
shown in Online Appendix D. We find that lowering
the handling costs to V3.45/m3(the lower bound of
the data) does not suffice for the UCC to breakeven,
although improving its financial performance from −
96% to −25%. Handling costs should be as low asV2/
m3 to achieve breakeven and also improve the en-
vironmental KPIs. However, when using the original
price settings for carriers, we find no schemes for
which carriers are profitable. Furthermore, increasing
the number of receivers from 100 to 200 improves
UCC performance about 4%, which is insufficient to
approach breakeven. This implies that the UCC cost
structure, rather than achieving a critical mass, is the
key problem for UCC financial viability.

The required interventions are illustrated in Figure 9.
Setting handling costs toV1.5/m3 (intervention [A] in
Figure 9) and decreasing carrier prices (intervention
[B] in Figure 9) to the range from V11 to V17 per stop
(aV1 decrease compared with the original prices), we
find various schemes that fulfill the criteria. The
simplest scheme has 30% subsidies for carriers as the
sole intervention (intervention [C] in Figure 9), yielding
minor profits for both the UCC (8%) and the carriers
(2%) and substantially improving on the environ-
mental KPIs comparedwith the default scheme. From
apractical point of view, this result implies that handling

costs should be substantially lowered. The critical mass
does not seem crucial, and potential for income growth
is limited; performance should be improved chiefly on
the cost side.

7.4. Managerial Insights
We summarize the most relevant managerial insights
obtained by the numerical experiments.
• Increased collaboration between carriers may

effectively address inefficiencies in urban transport
and achieve substantial reductions in both emissions
and the number of trucks in urban areas. Comparable
insights are reported by Quak (2012).
• UCCs may yield considerable environmental

benefits, but even with supportive administrative
measures, UCCs are unlikely to achieve long-term
financial viability. The high handling costs and to a
lesser extent, inability to achieve a critical mass are
bottlenecks. These findings correspond to Browne
et al. (2005).
• Carriers are affected strongest by interventions,

but they also have the most direct influence on
transport efficiency. Their support for any scheme
should, therefore, be ensured. Verlinde, Macharis,
and Witlox (2012) confirm the importance of car-
riers in a variety of schemes.

8. Conclusions
This paper presents a generic ABS model to evaluate
urban logistics schemes, taking into account the au-
tonomous decision-making processes of five agent
types. The ABS model is validated by applying a
validation model specifically designed for simulation
models in urban freight transport and considering
various tests that emphasize links to practice and
external evaluation. Based on an extensive literature
study, we collect data to represent actors in a typical
Western European city. Using these data, we perform
numerical experiments in a three-phased design. The
first phase explores and validates themodel by a series of

Figure 9. Process Chart Describing the Required Interventions to Achieve a Financially Viable UCC as Observed in the
Backcasting Procedure
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experiments that focus on the parameter space, testing
both the empirical data ranges andmore extreme values.
The second phase reveals interaction effects between
multiple interventions, in particular addressing syner-
gies between administrative policies and company-
driven initiatives. The third phase is a backcasting
step that addresses the financial viability of UCCs,
providing insights into the conditions that could fa-
cilitate such an outcome.

Compared with other ABS studies in urban freight
transport, our model distinguishes itself as follows.
First, we provide a precise mathematical definition of
the agent actions, transition functions, and cost func-
tions in the form of a Markov decision process model,
allowing usage by other researchers. Second, we ex-
plicitly take into account decisions made outside the
city boundaries, which are often ignored. Third, our
model focuses on the synergy between company-driven
initiatives and administrative policies because in prac-
tice, such combinations often yield the most successful
schemes. Inparticular,we emphasize cooperative freight
bundling because many shipments in urban transport
are too small to efficiently utilize transport resources.
Fourth, we define three levels of decision making to
reflect the various impacts of decisions over time.

The simulation experiments show that coopera-
tively bundling goods—via a UCC or by forming a
coalition of carriers—may yield considerable envi-
ronmental benefits. However, achieving long-term
financial viability for all actors remains challenging,
particularly for initiatives involving the UCC. The
high handling costs at the UCC are the main barrier;
our experiments suggest that these costs should be
lower than they currently are in practice. Further-
more, we find that receivers are more inclined to
utilize the UCC than carriers, yet the income potential
from receivers is limited. The earnings potential from
carriers is considerably higher, but supporting ad-
ministrative policies are necessary. Subsidizing car-
riers to use the UCC and implementing access time
windows seem to be effective interventions, but they
are insufficient fromafinancial perspective.We identify
schemes that achieve financial viability but only for
UCCoperating costs lower than suggested by literature.
Given the limited ability to intervene on the price side,
drastic cost reductions at the UCC seem inevitable for
the concept to be successful in the long run.

We reflect on directions for future research. First,
when applying the framework to larger cities, a single
UCCmay not suffice to handle inbound freight flows.
In that case, multiechelon representations are a nat-
ural extension, building on existing studies in this
directions. Second, the framework could incorporate
congestion, which is a major factor in many cities.
Conceptually, this could be integrated into the frame-
work by adding time-dependent stochastic travel times.

We anticipate that congestion motivates carriers to
outsource last mile deliveries to UCCs. Third, our re-
search focuses on identifying and measuring system-
wide gains, providing directions and quantifiable gains
that may serve as a starting point for real-life imple-
mentation. The next step would be to address gain-
sharing mechanisms, pricing models, and other prac-
tical hurdles that prevent collaboration.
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